Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Writing Poetry Over Time

Think of your life experiences OVER TIME. Write a poem about your PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.

You may rhyme or use free verse. There is no need to worry about syllable counts, and there is no rhyming pattern; just stay true to your life, including your future aspirations. Think of beautiful language to convey to others who you are.

The only pattern to follow would be three lines for your past, five lines for your present, and three lines for your future.

EXAMPLE:
Yesterday…I wore diapers and cried to get what I want.
Yesterday…I spiked my hair and screamed at boys.
Yesterday…I made my family proud.
Today….I've made some mistakes as I've travelled through middle school.
Today…I chose my friends over my family.
Today…I saw that boys didn't stink.
Today…I didn't want to talk to my mother.
Today…I felt sadness for losing my childhood.
Tomorrow…I will make better choices.
Tomorrow…I will stand straighter when I look people in the face.
Tomorrow…I will achieve my highest goal and …

Ms. Hoefer’s Example:
Yesterday I had a baby sister who cried and lied and bit.
Yesterday I had a baby sister who shadowed me as I rolled my eyes.
Yesterday I had a baby sister who spoke a different language as we aged and grew apart.
Today I have a baby sister who is strong and smart and leads.
Today I have a baby sister who speaks that language of business.
Today I have a baby sister who lives far away.
Today I have a baby sister whom I wish was my shadow again.
Today I have a baby sister who is having a baby girl soon.
Tomorrow I’ll have a baby sister who’ll have her own shadow.
Tomorrow I’ll have a baby sister who speaks a new language.
Tomorrow I’ll have a baby sister with her own baby to cry and lie and bite.

When do I stop calling her my baby sister?
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
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